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INTRODUCTION 

[1] This proceeding was a further Pre-hearing Conference (“PHC”) to address 

appeals to the 2010 Vaughan Official Plan (“VOP”).  The 168 appeals have been 

managed according to various categories by area or subject matter.  With many of the 

appeals resolved and most of the remaining appeals now in discussions or moving 

towards resolution, the City aims to resolve all remaining appeals by the end of 2021.  

[2] In addition to the appeals addressed below, the Parties provided progress 

updates on the following files:  Parkland appeals, Vaughan Metropolitan Centre 

appeals, Appeal 98 (Overiver Holdings Ltd.) and Appeal 141 (Tien de Religion).  

DISPOSITION ON CERTAIN APPEALS 

Solmar Inc., Appeal 3 

[3] On consent of all Parties, the City and Solmar Inc. (“Solmar”) requested an 

adjournment of the scheduled hearing to allow time for Solmar to submit applications for 

Zoning By-law Amendment (“ZBA”) and Site Plan Approval to the City.  This process will 

define the development proposal, facilitate public review, and may resolve the appeal.  

In the event of appeals to the proposed applications, the Parties will request that those 

files be joined with Appeal 3 and heard together.  While agreeing to the adjournment, 

the City does not want Appeal 3 to extend the City’s goal of resolving all appeals by the 

end of 2021.   

[4] The Tribunal granted the adjournment orally, given the intent to resolve or scope 

the appeal through site-specific applications.  The hearing, previously scheduled to 

begin on July 6, 2020 for 10 days, is removed from the Tribunal’s calendar.  
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Centre Street, Appeals 61, 78, 79, 82 and 105 

[5] On consent of all Parties, the City requested that a 20-day hearing be scheduled, 

with up to 15 days for Phase 1 issues, followed immediately by up to 5 days for Phase 2 

issues.  The previously approved Procedural Order (“PO”) remains relevant if updated 

based on the hearing date.   

[6] The revised PO, when submitted, will be issued under separate Order. 

[7] As arranged orally during this PHC, the Centre Street hearing will commence at 

10 a.m. on Monday, May 3, 2021 for up to 19 days (not sitting May 24, 2021 for 

Victoria Day, and possibly not sitting May 10, 2021 for a Tribunal meeting) to conclude 

by Friday, May 28, 2021 at: 

Vaughan City Hall 
Hearing Room 

2141 Major Mackenzie Drive West 
Vaughan, Ontario 

 

MOTIONS 

Yonge-Steeles Corridor Secondary Plan 

[8] Motions requesting Party status for the Phase 2 hearing were served by the 

following landowners within and adjacent to the area affected by the Yonge-Steeles 

Corridor Secondary Plan (“Yonge-Steeles”):  1163919 Ontario Limited, 1930238 Ontario 

Limited, 1211612 Ontario Limited, 1972380 Ontario Limited and 1219414 Ontario 

Limited (collectively, the “Numbered Companies”) and Morguard Investments Limited 

(“Morguard”).  The City consents to the requests and reported that no objections were 

received from other Parties and no Responses to the Motions were served.  
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[9] On consent of the existing Parties to the Yonge-Steeles appeals, comprising the 

City, Region, Appellants and previously added Parties, including the City of Toronto, the 

Tribunal granted Party status orally to the Numbered Companies and to Morguard.  As 

owners of land within and adjacent to the Yonge-Steeles area, these entities have an 

obvious interest in the proceedings.  Only some of the Motion movers made 

submissions to the City before the decision was made to adopt the VOP, but the 

Tribunal finds that reasonable grounds exist for all of the requesting landowners to be 

added as Parties to this proceeding.  No new appeal is created as the Movers agree to 

shelter under existing appeals.  The Tribunal is satisfied that, as a reasonable test, the 

six “obvious factors” are met, as established by Vice-Chair S.J. Stefanko in 1137528 

Ontario Ltd. v. Oakville (Town) 2010 CarswellOnt 18558.  

[10] The Tribunal grants Party status to the Numbered Companies and Morguard, 

pursuant to s. 17(44.2) of the Planning Act (“Act”). 

[11] An additional area landowner, Associated Vaughan Properties Limited, indicated 

its intention to similarly request Party status by Motion to be heard at the next PHC on 

June 30, 2020. 

1529749 Ontario Inc., Appeal 47 (“Torgan”) 

[12] With the consent of Torgan, the City filed a Motion to resolve Appeal 47 through 

revisions to relevant policies and schedules.  No Responses to Motion were received.   

[13] The proposed modifications would release the Torgan lands from area policies in 

the VOP in recognition that the Promenade Centre Secondary Plan is underway for the 

area south of Centre Street.  Torgan agrees that its Official Plan Amendment (“OPA”) 

application will apply only to an area defined as Phase 1, which will be subject to the 

general policies of Volume 1 VOP 2010, and that subsequent phases will not proceed 

until the Promenade Centre Secondary Plan is completed. 
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[14] The proposed modifications also harmonize the affected policy with the City’s 

approval of a ZBA that lead to the withdrawal of Appeal 67 by Blue Water Ranch 

Development Inc. 

[15] The Tribunal accepts the unchallenged affidavit evidence of the City’s Senior 

Planner, David Marcucci, Registered Professional Planner, who has been qualified 

previously in these proceedings to provide opinion evidence in land use planning.  Mr. 

Marcucci attests that the proposed modifications to resolve the appeal satisfy the 

statutory tests and represent good planning. 

[16] The Tribunal finds that the proposed modifications have regard for s. 2 of the Act, 

are consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement, 2014 (“PPS), conform with A Place 

to Grow: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe, 2019 (“GP”), and conform with 

the Regional Municipality of York (“Region”) Official Plan (“ROP”).  The Tribunal 

approves the requested modification to the VOP as set out below. 

[17] The Tribunal orders that, on the resolution of the appeal by 1529749 Ontario Inc. 

(Appeal 47), and in recognition of the previous withdrawal of Blue Water Ranch 

Development Inc.’s appeal (Appeal 67), the appeal by 1529749 Ontario Inc. (Appeal 47) 

is allowed in part, and that in accordance with the provisions of s. 17(50) of the Act, the 

City of Vaughan Official Plan (2010), as adopted by the City on September 7, 2010 

subject to Council modifications on September 27, 2011, March 20, 2012 and April 17, 

2012, and as modified and endorsed by the Regional Municipality of York on June 28, 

2012, is modified as set out in Attachment 2 to this order and is approved as modified in 

respect of the lands subject to Area Specific Policy 12.11 Bathurst and Centre Street: 

Thornhill Town Centre, and the balance of Appeal 47 is dismissed. 
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Mario Tedesco, Appeal 117  

[18] The City brought a Motion seeking to dismiss Appeal 117, Mario Tedesco 

(“Tedesco”) under s. 17(45)5 of the Act and to approve the relevant policies and 

schedules as they apply to the lands affected by the appeal. 

[19] The Act provides the Tribunal with authority to dismiss an appeal without holding 

a hearing for various reasons, including: 

5. The appellant has not responded to a request by the Tribunal for 
further information within the time specified by the Tribunal. (s. 17(45)5) 

[20] The City argues that Tedesco failed to respond to the Tribunal’s Order of 

September 11, 2019 directing it and other dormant appellants to file a PO or otherwise 

make suitable arrangements with the City by November 1, 2019.  Tedesco did not file a 

PO or contact the City, even after the City wrote to Tedesco on December 2, 2019 

reminding Tedesco of the Tribunal’s Order and requesting a response by January 8, 

2020.  At the January 8, 2020 PHC, the City, with counsel for Tedesco present, advised 

the Tribunal of its intentions to bring this Motion returnable at this PHC. 

[21] Through various PHCs and with support of the Tribunal, all appeals were 

grouped and prioritized and have been addressed sequentially.  Various site-specific 

appeals remain to be addressed.  While the City acknowledges that seven years have 

passed to arrive at this appeal, it argues that, during all of that time, Tedesco failed to 

submit applications for OPA and/or ZBA affecting 7034 Islington Avenue (“property”), as 

indicated in his appeal.   

[22] The City asserts that, despite a last-minute attempt by counsel for Tedesco to 

forestall a dismissal, the absence of a proper Response to Motion with necessary 

evidence represents the continued inaction by Tedesco and should not be condoned.  

The City submits that even with a dismissal of Appeal 117, Tedesco may file 

applications for OPA and/or ZBA for proposed development and the City will process 
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and consider such applications in the usual manner under the Act.  As an example, 

another developer in the area of the Tedesco property was successful in pursuing a 

site-specific proposal, as the City is suggesting Tedesco pursue here. 

[23] Tedesco argues that its email of 4:14 p.m. on March 3, 2020 constitutes its 

Response to Motion wherein he advised that the property has been sold and 

representatives of the new owner would like to meet with City staff to scope or resolve 

the appeal.  Upon questions from the Tribunal, counsel for Tedesco advised that Mr. 

Tedesco has been seeking a new partner and recently entered into an Agreement of 

Purchase and Sale with a purchaser.  Counsel could not confirm the date the 

agreement was signed but advised that the closing date is March 31, 2020. 

[24] Tedesco requested an opportunity to cross-examine the City’s affiant, Mr. 

Marcucci, at this PHC, arguing that the evidence would reveal that impending changes 

to Provincial policies or regulations will result in delays to the Region’s population and 

employment forecasts and will require subsequent changes to the City’s related 

planning policies.  All of this, he argues, will support more height and density on the 

Tedesco lands than permitted by the VOP.  Tedesco also argues that the City has 

known his issues since the filing of the appeal, and provided a draft Issues List to the 

City on March 4, 2020, the day before this PHC. 

[25] The Tribunal agreed with the submissions of the City and denied Tedesco the 

opportunity to cross-examine Mr. Marcucci at this PHC.  Tedesco did not file a complete 

Response to Motion with accompanying affidavit evidence setting out its position which 

he purports would undermine the evidence of Mr. Marcucci for the City.  The email 

response of Tedesco does not follow the timing, format and content for a Response to 

Motion set out in Rule 10.6 of the Tribunal’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (“Rules”).  

The absence of evidence and failure to disclose his position, other than in a brief email 

and expanded orally at this PHC, are insufficient to warrant a grant of cross-

examination.  Other options were available but not pursued by Tedesco, including a 

timely and thorough Response to Motion with evidence, and cross-examining an affiant 
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in advance of the PHC.  Tedesco’s actions provided insufficient time for the City to 

Reply or to prepare fully for a disputed Motion hearing. 

[26] Notwithstanding the absence of a complete Response to Motion supported by 

evidence, the Tribunal provided Tedesco with a full hearing on the merits of the Motion.  

Tedesco’s oral arguments were received and considered carefully by the Tribunal, 

including additional correspondence and Tedesco’s IL, furnished by the City given that 

Tedesco had not brought paper submissions for the Tribunal. 

[27] The Tribunal will approve the Motion and deny Tedesco’s request to adjourn the 

Motion to the next PHC.  The Tribunal finds that, given the involvement of experienced 

counsel, Tedesco’s pleadings amount to “too little, too late.”  Not counting the seven 

years in which Tedesco could have filed applications for OPA and/or ZBA, Tedesco 

failed to respond to the Tribunal’s Order of September 11, 2019.  Including the City’s 

initiative to provide Tedesco with additional time to respond, and the City’s forewarning 

of this Motion at the last PHC, Tedesco effectively had from September 2019 to March 

2020, almost six months, to mount a proper response in support of his appeal.  The 

unproven potential sale to a new purchaser, inadequate in itself due to the absence of 

factual evidence on timing and conditions, does not relieve Tedesco from pursuing his 

appeal and responding to the Tribunal’s Order.  The Tribunal might have concluded 

differently had some effort been expended to validate the Appellant’s sincerity of 

appeal.  Wholly insufficient is Tedesco’s late afternoon email on March 3, 2020, 

essentially one day before this PHC, requesting an adjournment.   

[28] The Rules require a responding Party to serve a response that a) sets out the 

response, b) lists the documentary evidence, and c) includes an affidavit setting out the 

facts (Rule 10.6).  A generous interpretation of what Tedesco filed is to find that a) and 

b) above were satisfied.  The email’s subject line includes “Notice of Response to 

Motion,” the body of the email advises of a change in ownership, and supporting 

documents are implied or noted, such as the VOP, municipal comprehensive review, 

and the GP.  Fatally, however, Tedesco neither provided affidavit evidence from the 
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current owner, prospective purchaser or a Planner to support the arguments, nor 

produced or called evidence at the hearing.  The Tribunal is left with a series of 

assertions without any evidentiary basis.  

[29] The Response and supporting material are to be served seven days before the 

motion hearing (Rule 10.7).  While not necessarily fatal to Tedesco’s submissions, the 

serving of a Response, effectively one day before the hearing, does not maintain the 

spirit of the Rule in allowing a proper Reply from the Mover.   

[30] Tedesco’s suggestion that the Tribunal take judicial notice of pending changes to 

land needs studies in support of an adjournment is a leap the Tribunal cannot attempt.  

The correspondence relied upon by Tedesco is a Region staff report dated February 24, 

2020 advising that “the Province … is in the process of updating” the land needs 

assessment methodology, that it “is expected to be released as a draft in the coming 

weeks” and that “the Province is also reviewing and potentially updating population and 

employment forecasts.”  From this information, the Tribunal can only conclude that the 

matter is evolving, timelines are uncertain, and outcomes are unknown.  Wherever the 

Province’s process leads, the Tribunal finds that it does not support an adjournment.  A 

Decision must be made on the evidence, and the Respondent produced none for the 

Tribunal’s consideration.  Judicial notice is not a remedy for a lack of necessary 

evidence. 

[31] Dismissing an appeal is not a Decision arrived at lightly.  At the same time, an 

appeal is not to be filed and then essentially ignored.  It is not a placeholder to be raised 

at the convenience of the landowner.  In this case, the Tribunal finds that, on the 

submissions of counsel for both sides, Tedesco has had ample opportunity to pursue 

his development interests by filing applications for OPA and/or ZBA as indicated 

originally in the notice of appeal.  If Tedesco is correct about pending regulatory 

changes, then the housing height and density that he may eventually seek may well be 

supported by the Province’s changes to land needs methodologies, especially within an 

intensification corridor.  Further, as confirmed by the City, an adjacent property has 
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already succeeded in achieving more density through appropriate planning applications, 

and the VOP, as adopted, designates the property as Residential and favours Tedesco 

by relieving him from having to justify the conversion of employment lands.  

[32] The authority granted to the Tribunal under s. 17(45)5 of the Act is narrow and 

clear.  Tedesco produced no evidence to support his failure to respond to the Tribunal’s 

Order of September 11, 2019 and the pattern of inaction continued to this Motion 

hearing.  The desire of the Tribunal to preserve an appeal has limits.  Tedesco’s pattern 

of behaviour fails the letter and the spirit of the Act and the Tribunal’s Rules. 

[33] Tedesco was under the impression that an OPA application could not be filed 

until two years after the final parts of the VOP are approved.  However, the City clarified 

that s. 22(2.1) of the Act stipulates a waiting period ending on the “second anniversary 

of the first day any part of the plan comes into effect,” a time period which has long 

passed for the VOP.  The loss of his appeal does not prevent Tedesco from pursuing 

his, as yet unarticulated, development interests. 

[34] The Tribunal accepts the planning evidence of Mr. Marcucci and finds that the 

VOP policies and schedules applying to the Tedesco property have regard to s. 2 of the 

Act, are consistent with the PPS, conform with the GP and conform with the ROP.  The 

property is appropriate for residential use, intensification is facilitated by the medium 

density designation, and opportunity remains for Tedesco to pursue his intended 

applications for OPA and/or ZBA.   

[35] The City’s Motion to dismiss Appeal 117 is granted. 

[36] The Tribunal orders that the appeal by Mario Tedesco (Appeal 117) is dismissed 

under s. 17(45)5 of the Act, and that in accordance with the provisions of s. 17(50) of 

the Act, the City of Vaughan Official Plan (2010), as adopted by the City on September 

7, 2010 subject to Council modifications on September 27, 2011, March 20, 2012 and 

April 17, 2012, and as modified and endorsed by the Regional Municipality of York on 
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June 28, 2012, is approved in respect of the lands subject to Appeal 47, including the 

schedules and policies set out in the attached Attachment 3. 

ORDER 

[37] The Tribunal’s orders and directions set out above are so ordered. 

[38] As scheduled previously, the next PHC will commence at 10 a.m. on Tuesday, 
November 24, 2020 at: 

Vaughan City Hall 
Multi-Purpose Room 

2141 Major Mackenzie Drive West 
Vaughan, Ontario 

[39] The PHC scheduled for 10 a.m. on Tuesday, June 30, 2020 at Vaughan City 

Hall has been cancelled by the Tribunal in accordance with the directive issued by the 

Associate Chair of the Tribunal. The Tribunal will also not schedule any new hearing 

events until further notice. The Tribunal’s Case Coordinator will advise when this matter 

may be rescheduled.  

[40] No further notice will be given. 

[41] This Member is not seized but may be spoken to for case management 

purposes. 

 
 

“S. Tousaw” 
 
 

S. TOUSAW 
MEMBER 
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If there is an attachment referred to in this document, 
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VOP 2010 amendments Schedule 13 and Special Policy 13.12 

Schedule 13 as approved by Council on September 27, 2011 (May 2012) 
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Schedule 13 of Subject Lands (May 2012 Version) 
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Schedule 13 of Subject Lands (October 19, 2019) version 

Change to property to North of Subject Lands 
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Schedule 14-C and Special Site Policy as approved by City Council March 20, 2012 

Item 11 Steeles/lslington Avenue Services Review Area 



City of Vaughan Official Plan -Volume 2 - 2019 Office Consolidation 
As Partially Approved by IM Ontario Municipal Board 

13.12 Steeles/lslington Avenues Services 

Review Area 

NOT YET APPROVED BY THE ONTARIO MUNICIPAL BOARD 

3 2.1 Gener 

13.12.1 1. Notwithstanding policy 9.2.1.1, the lands 

identified on Map 13.12A shall be 

developed in accordance with the followmg 

poilcies: 

a. The subject lands require a services 

review of the northwest quadrant of the 

intersection of Steeles Avenue and 

lsffngton Avenue, to address such 

matters as the availability of park Ian 

and other services as may be 

detem1med pnor to the development 

or the first site for residential purposes 

in this quadrant, and be considered in 

the review of all development 

applications m this area. 

.W�p IJ. 12-Ac 
Scee.lesll&lingmn Ave. Service& Review Are.1 

'\ 
'\ 

�\ \
\ 

CHAPTER 13 SITE SPECIFIC POLICIES 33 
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